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Agenda

- ABCs of Accessibility!
- Q&A



 Accessibility!A is for



 
Beta
TestingB is for



 
Color Contrast & 
Color RelianceC is for



 

- WCAG Guideline: Color is not used as the only visual means of conveying information, indicating an action, 

prompting a response, or distinguishing a visual element.

Color contrast & color reliance



 D is for Dyslexia-
friendly font



 

Dyslexia-friendly font



 

Dyslexia-friendly font



 

Dyslexia-friendly font



 

Dyslexia-friendly font



 E is for Error messaging



 

Error messaging

WCAG Success Criterion 3.3.1 -

If an input error is automatically detected, the item that is in error is identified and the error is described to 
the user in text.

Input error: information provided by the user that is not accepted 

- Ex: Required 
information that isn’t 
input by the user or 
information that is 
provided by the user 
that falls outside the 
required data format 
or values



 F is for Font selection



 

Font selection



 G is for Graphics



 

Graphics



 H is for Headers



 

Headers

Quick Tips

● Become more specific as 
you descend in header 
order (H1-H6)

● Use descriptive words
● Don’t skip header levels
● Don’t use large font for 

regular text (screen 
readers can mistake it for 
a header)

https://www.csun.edu/universal-design-center/web-accessibility-criteria-headings-and-tit
les



 I is for Image alt tags



 

Image Alt Text Tags



 L is for Language 
access



 

Language Access



 M is for Meta data



 

Meta Data



 N is for
Non-roman 
character 
sets



 O is for Orientation



 

Orientation



 P is for Plain language



 

Plain Language

Plain language is clear, straightforward expression, using only as 
many words as are necessary.

It is language that avoids obscurity, inflated vocabulary and 
convoluted sentence construction.



 

Plain Language: Tools to Help



 Q is for QWERTY 
keyboard(and why it’s not always 
the right choice)



 

Qwerty Keyboard and why it’s not always the best choice



 R is for Reading level



 

Reading Level



 S is for Standards



 

Standards

- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.2
- Section 508
- ISO 9241-171:2008: Ergonomics of human-system interaction — Part 171: Guidance on 

software accessibility



 T is for
Trauma-
informed 
design



 

Trauma-informed design

What is is:

- Designing tools that foster safety, well-being, and healing
- Identifying how the design of tools can affect identity, worth and dignity, and how it can promote 

empowerment
- Designing for the most vulnerable user 

What is isn’t:

- Designing tools that traumatize or re-traumatize
- Designing without considering a user’s experience, both in the real world and as they encounter a tool
- Designing for the most powerful user



 U is for
Unusual words, 
terms of art, & 
legalese



 

Unusual Words, Terms of Art, & Legalese

WCAG Guideline: A mechanism is available for identifying specific definitions of words or phrases used 
in an unusual or restricted way, including idioms and jargon.



 V is for Video captioning



 

Video captioning - tools to try

Zoom - “Audio transcription automatically transcribes the audio of a meeting or webinar that you record to the cloud.”

● Timestamped sections
● Editable if more accuracy is needed
● English only
● Business, Education, or Enterprise license with cloud recording enabled required

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115004794983-Automatically-Transcribe-Cloud-Recordings-

Youtube - “Youtube can use speech recognition technology to automatically create captions for your videos.” 

● Editable, downloadable
● Warnings to ensure quality before relying on machine generated captions

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2734705?hl=en#zippy=%2Cedit-caption-timing%2Cedit-caption-
text



 W is for WCAG



 

WCAG = Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

How to Meet WCAG (Quick Reference):  https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/



Questions?



Thanks!

jessica@cali.org      acorn@probono.net


